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I

t takes a very special occasion to end this Summer Season at the Royal
Opera House and lead us up to the opening of the long-anticipated
Olympic Games in London. And it is hard to imagine a more special occasion
than this concert.
Operalia, The World Opera Competition, presented by Rolex, was founded
in 1993 by Plácido Domingo as a way of supporting young singers emerging
on the world stage. It is very telling of Plácido Domingo’s passion for the
art form of opera that he has a special focus on talent: on helping the next
generation of singers – and thus opera itself – develop.
Tonight’s concert has not only at its core a truly outstanding artist – Plácido
Domingo himself – but it also unites him with singers who have gone on from
success in his Operalia competition to become stars in their own right. And
the list of important singers to emerge from Operalia is truly impressive and
in itself a testimony to the importance and success of the competition. The
Royal Opera highly values the Operalia competition, and we are proud to
have a very special connection with Operalia in that our Director of Casting
Peter Katona has been on the jury of every Operalia competition since 1999.
Although it is tempting to use sports metaphors for this evening, art isn’t
about who wins and who loses. In opera, we can all be winners when great
talent comes together; opera is not about being ‘the best’, but about trying
to all become better together through real team work.
And so we hope this evening will be a celebration of opera’s power to
inspire us, to move us and to make us all winners.

Kasper Holten
Director of Opera
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PLÁCIDO DOMINGO’S OPERALIA

P

lácido Domingo’s Operalia, The World Opera Competition, was founded in
1993 by Plácido Domingo to discover and help launch the careers of the
most promising young opera singers of today. Plácido Domingo’s goal is to
attract singers ranging from 18 to 32 years of age, of all voice tessituras and
from every country in the world, to have them audition and be heard by a panel
of distinguished international opera personalities in the most prestigious and
competitive showcase in the world.
Each year, Operalia receives hundreds of applications. A select jury of three
respected opera professionals listens to every recording submitted and chooses
the top 40 candidates to participate in that year’s competition.
The jury of 12 opera experts, presided over by Plácido Domingo as a nonvoting member, convenes in a different international host city every year to listen
to all 40 selected participants live during two days of quarter-finals. Twenty
participants are then selected to continue on to the semi-finals and ten singers
are chosen for the final Round. The quarter-finals and semi-finals are carried out
in audition form, accompanied by Plácido Domingo’s Operalia oﬃcial pianists.
The final round is presented in the form of a gala concert accompanied by full
orchestra and conducted by Maestro Plácido Domingo himself.
Participating or even winning a prize in this competition is only the beginning
of every singer’s relationship with Plácido Domingo’s Operalia. Since the jury
is comprised, for the most part, of General and/or Casting Directors from
international opera houses, Plácido Domingo’s Operalia distinguished jurors often
invite and engage singers they have heard to perform in upcoming productions
scheduled in their theatres. Plácido Domingo himself, a singer, a conductor and
the General Director of the Los Angeles Opera, takes a committed interest in the
career development of the competitors. Some singers perhaps not yet ready for
the big stages may be chosen to join one of several Young Artists programmes
currently established in Washington and Los Angeles in the united States, or in
Valencia, Spain.
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A Message from PLácido Domingo

I

t seems almost impossible to me that Operalia, The World Opera Competition, has
just run for the 20th year in a row. Every year our remarkable team has brought
together talented young singers in a major international cultural capital; every year, the
competition has taken place in a whirlwind of activity; and every year, not long after
the participants have gone home, our team begins to plan anew for the following year.
I founded Operalia in 1993 with the intention of discovering the best new young
opera singers of today. My goal has been and continues to be to attract singers of all voice
categories from all around the globe and to let them be heard by a panel of distinguished
international opera personalities, in the most prestigious and competitive forum in the world.
People often ask me how the competition functions. Operalia is open to all voice
categories for singers from 18 to 32 years of age who are ready to perform on the world’s
great opera stages. Each year, our headquarters in Paris receives between 800 and 1,000
applications. A select jury of three opera professionals listens to every recording submitted,
rating it from one to ten. The scores are tallied, discrepancies in scoring are discussed and
the top 40 are invited to participate in that year’s competition. (A few extra names are kept
in reserve in case one or more of the people selected are unable to accept the invitation.)
A jury of ten opera experts, which I preside over as a non-voting member, convenes
in the host city to listen to all 40 competitors during two days of quarter-finals. Each
singer begins by choosing one opera aria to sing from the list of four that he or she has
provided, and the jury then chooses a second one. Singers who are also competing in
the special zarzuela category, which is dedicated to my parents – who were both singers
of this Spanish form of operetta – also perform a zarzuela aria. Twenty competitors are
then invited to participate in the semi-finals, during which they each sing one aria chosen
by the jury and, if they are competing in the zarzuela category, a zarzuela aria. The
process is the same for the ten finalists. The quarter- and semi-finals are accompanied
by pianists; the gala concert for the final round is accompanied by a symphony orchestra,
which I conduct.
But competing or even winning a prize is only the beginning of each singer’s
relationship with Operalia. As the jury is comprised for the most part of opera house
directors, the jury members often invite some of the singers to perform in future
productions in their theatres. And I myself take an active interest in the career
development of Operalia competitors. In other words, participating in Operalia is not
only an honour: it can also provide stepping-stones to a real career. Previous Operalia
winners include Ainhoa Arteta, Isabel Bayrakdarian, Joseph Calleja, José Cura, Joyce
DiDonato, Giuseppe Filianoti, Elizabeth Futral, Joseph Kaiser, Inva Mula, Eric Owens,
Erwin Schrott, Nina Stemme, Ludovic Tézier, Rolando Villazón, Kwangchul Youn,
Julia Novikova and many other current stars of opera stages around the world.

A Message from Plácido Domingo

Plácido Domingo (Simon Boccanegra) with Marina Poplavskaya (Amelia) and Francesco
Meli (Gabriele Adorno), Simon Boccanegra Act III, the final part of the Plácido Domingo
Celebration, The Royal Opera (October 2011) ©ROH/Catherine Ashmore, 2011

So far, Operalia has taken place three times in Paris, twice in Madrid and Los Angeles,
and once in Mexico City, Bordeaux, Tokyo, Hamburg, Puerto Rico, Washington, the
Lake Constance Region, Valencia, Québec City, Pécs and Budapest, Milan, Moscow and,
this year, in Beijing. In addition, this year we have the special privilege of presenting past
winners of the Operalia competition in a gala concert tonight at the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden, a month after Her Majesty The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations.
I take great pride in what Operalia has accomplished so far, and I hope that it will
continue for many years to come. I have dedicated my life to the wonderful art form
of opera, and opera has given me so very much in return. I am happy to think that by
giving this initial assistance to talented young artists I can help to ensure that opera,
which was ‘invented’ 400 years ago, will thrive for many, many years to come.

Plácido Domingo
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Programme
Richard Wagner (1813–83)
Prelude to Act I of Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg

Jacques Offenbach (1819–80)
‘Kleinzach’ from Les Contes d’Hoffmann, Prologue
Rolando Villazón (Hoffmann), Royal Opera Chorus

Gaetano Donizetti (1797–1848)
‘Quanto amore’ from L’elisir d’amore, Act II
Sonya Yoncheva (Adina) and Erwin Schrott (Dulcamara)

Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
‘Che gelida manina’ from La bohème, Act I
Stefan Pop (Rodolfo)

Vincenzo Bellini (1801–35)
‘Ah! non credea mirarti… Ah! non giunge uman pensiero’ from
La sonnambula, Act II
Julia Novikova (Amina), Royal Opera Chorus

Richard Wagner (1813–83)
‘Winterstürme wichen dem Wonnemond… Du bist der Lenz’ from Die Walküre, Act I
Nina Stemme (Sieglinde) and Plácido Domingo (Siegmund)

Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868)
‘Tanti affetti’ from La donna del lago, Act II
CRITICAL EDITION BY THE ROSSINI FOUNDATION, PESARO, EDITED BY C. SLIM, In collaboration with
Universal Music Publishing Ricordi srl, Milano, By arrangement with G. Ricordi & Co. (London) Ltd.

Joyce DiDonato (Elena), Royal Opera Chorus

Georges Bizet (1838–75)
‘Au fond du temple saint’ from Les Pêcheurs de perles, Act I
Joseph Calleja (Nadir) and Plácido Domingo (Zurga)

INTERVAL
Vincenzo Bellini (1801–35)
‘Stolto! A un sol mio grido’ from I Capuleti e i Montecchi, Act II
Joyce DiDonato (Romeo) and Rolando Villazón (Tebaldo), Royal Opera Chorus

Programme

Arrigo Boito (1842–1918)
‘Son lo spirito che nega’ from Mefistofele, Act I
Erwin Schrott (Mefistofele)

Richard Wagner (1813–83)
‘Dich, teure Halle’ from Tannhäuser, Act II
Nina Stemme (Elisabeth)

Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
‘O Mimì, tu più non torni’ from La bohème, Act IV
Rolando Villazón (Rodolfo) and Plácido Domingo (Marcello)

Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
‘La donna è mobile’ from Rigoletto, Act III
Stefan Pop (Duke of Mantua)

Umberto Giordano (1867–1948)
‘Nemico della patria’ from Andrea Chénier, Act III
Plácido Domingo (Carlo Gérard)

Gustave Charpentier (1860–1956)
‘Depuis le jour’ from Louise, Act III
BY PERMISSION OF EDITIONS HEUGEL ET CIE, PARIS

Sonya Yoncheva (Louise)

Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
‘Nessun dorma’ from Turandot, Act III
Property of Casa Ricordi, Milan (Universal Music Publishing Ricordi Srl)

Joseph Calleja (Calaf), Royal Opera Chorus

Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
‘Tutte le feste… Sì, vendetta!’ from Rigoletto, Act II
Julia Novikova (Gilda), Plácido Domingo (Rigoletto),
Nigel Cliffe (Usher), Jihoon Kim† (Monterone)
APPROXIMATE TIMINGS
	Part I	
70 minutes
Interval
25 minutes
	Part II	
60 minutes
The performance will end at approximately 10.05pm
Stage Management Emma Turner, Christina Lemon
Concert shell built and painted in Thurrock at the Royal Opera House Bob and Tamar
Manoukian Production Workshop
†Jihoon Kim is participating in the Jette Parker Young Artists Programme
The fanfare performed tonight is Exultation, by Francis Wignall, aged 13, from Oakham School, Rutland

Please note that tonight’s performance is filmed, and cameras will be present in the auditorium
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Programme Notes

Die Meistersinger
von Nürnberg
Music Richard Wagner (1813–83)
Prelude to Act I

The Prelude to the first act of Wagner’s
opera Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg is
a rousing start to any celebratory event,
especially so for one acclaiming a singing
contest that rewards the union of technical
skill and individual artistry found in the
very best of operatic performance.
Wagner first used a song contest as
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, The Royal Opera
the
pivot of a drama in Tannhäuser, in
(2011) ©ROH/Clive Barda, 2011
which the sacred is pitted against the
profane for the prize of the salvation
of a damned soul. For Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (first performed 21 June 1868), he
refashioned the theme in a lighter and more earthly vein as a comic work with a happy
ending. The story follows the bid of Walther von Stolzing to marry Eva, the daughter of
one of Nuremberg’s guild of Mastersingers. She has been promised to whoever wins a
song contest judged by the guild’s strict rules for song composition. Walther wins, but
only after his youthful idealism and ardour have been tempered with an appreciation of
the more measured values of tradition.
Wagner began his outline for the story in 1845 (the same year as Tannhäuser’s premiere)
but did not start writing the music until 1861 (the year of the revised version of Tannhäuser
for Paris). The Prelude was one of the earlier sections composed. Through the steadiness
of its rhythm and the directness of its melody, the opening theme evokes the pomp and
formality of the Mastersingers’ guild. Fanfares to emphasize the point follow in a second
theme. More musical ideas join until a new melody emerges that will turn out to be
Walther’s Prize Song. Long and flowing, with chromatic decorations, its lyrical freedom
contrasts with the Guild’s musical formality, and a certain jousting between the two
approaches is inevitable.
Then Wagner announces his musical masterstroke, not with another flurry of
trumpets and drums, but with a single chime on the triangle. The Prelude’s concluding
section presents a sublime example of triple counterpoint as the Mastersingers’ stately
theme and fanfare are played at the same time as Walther’s prize song: youth and
experience, technical skill and individual expression all unexpectedly but brilliantly aligned.

Programme Notes

LES CONTES
D’HOFFMANN
Music Jacques Offenbach (1819–80)
Libretto Jules Barbier and
Michel Carré
‘Kleinzach’, Prologue
Rolando Villazón, Royal Opera Chorus

How an audience first meets a character is
always significant, as it sets up dramatic
expectations for the story that follows. In
Offenbach’s opera the poet Hoffmann is
driven by a wildly creative imagination, but
distracted by his hopeless love for an opera
singer, Stella. In the Prologue, the ballad of
Kleinzach introduces Hoffmann and sets
Rolando Villazón as Hoffmann, The Royal
the framework for the opera’s tall-tale battles
Opera (2008) Bill Cooper
by Hoffmann for the love of beautiful
women (all projections of Stella), each
repeatedly stolen away from him by an evil nemesis (the real Stella’s suitor in varying guises).
The little dwarf Kleinzach is a strange creature conjured up in detail by the short
phrases and alliterations of Hoffmann’s poetic language; but as he tells the story to
students in a tavern during an interval at the opera next door where Stella is singing
in Don Giovanni, Hoffmann’s mind wanders to a lyrical evocation of her charms. The
students bring him back to his original task, and the bravura description of Kleinzach
is completed. And so from the start we are introduced to Hoffmann the storyteller, the
showman and the besotted romantic who can’t always draw the line between the real
and the imaginary.
E.T.A. Hoffmann (1776–1822) inspired the Romantic sensibility through his stories
of lives in which the scientific frequently blurs into the magical, good and evil are
permanently at war and the matter-of-fact and the extraordinary exist in unpredictable
conjunction. But then his own life transcended the boundaries of the expected: a
composer (at one time Kapellmeister in Bamberg), a respected judge of the Russian
Supreme Court and a creative writer of vision and flair. Several of his stories and
characters were adapted by Jules-Paul Barbier and Michel Carré into the play Les Contes
fantastiques d’Hoffmann (1851). In 1873 Barbier offered the play to Offenbach to set to
music and wrote a libretto. The first performance was given by the Opéra-Comique
on 10 February 1881, in a form that included completions and adaptations of the score
left by Offenbach when he died in October 1880.
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Programme Notes

L’ELISIR D’AMORE
Music Gaetano Donizetti (1797–1848)
Libretto Felice Romani
‘Quanto amore’, Act II
Sonya Yoncheva, Erwin Schrott

The premiere of L’elisir d’amore at the
Teatro Cannobiana in Milan on 12 May
1832 put Donizetti on the international
map and set him on course to be the
pre-eminent Italian opera composer of
his generation. At the the height of his
popularity, in the late 1830s and early 40s,
one in four operas in Italian opera houses
were his; and in 1840 Hector Berlioz wrote
that ‘One can no longer speak of the opera
L’elisir d’amore, The Royal Opera (2009)
houses of Paris, but only of the opera
Johan Persson
houses of M. Donizetti… .’
The opera’s love-potion story had
Italian origins in Silvio Malaperta’s Il filtro, rendered as a French libretto by Eugène Scribe
for Auber’s opera Le Philtre. When Felice Romani (also the librettist for the two Bellini
extracts in tonight’s concert) then adapted Scribe’s version back into Italian, he added
a depth and warmth to an otherwise light romp that has undoubtedly contributed to
the long-lasting appeal of Donizetti’s opera.
There are four main characters in the drama. Sergeant Belcore is marked by his
smooth, military charm. It is easy to see how he distracts the flirtatious, young and rich
Adina’s attention away from a shy local boy, Nemorino, who loves her. Unable to get
his romantic act together, Nemorino falls for the sales pitch of Dulcamara, the quack
doctor whose ‘love potion’ (really a bottle of the local red wine) will give Nemorino the
irresistible attraction he needs to win Adina over. Belcore swaggers, Nemorino languishes
and Adina flirts. And through it all, Dulcamara talks… and talks.
In Act II Adina meets Nemorino surrounded by girls he thinks are attracted by the
effects of the love potion (rather than the money he has just inherited). In the scene
performed tonight, she finally decides that Nemorino is really the man for her, and
Dulcamara offers her too the services of his potion. But she reject it for her a more
effective recipe: womanly charms. Adina is first in pensive mood (‘Dunque… adesso’) as
Dulcamara typically chatters away (‘Tutto il sesso femminino è pel giovane impazzato’),
but by the end gives way to her totally confident and decisively perky conclusion (‘Una
tenera occhiatina’) with Doctor Dulcamara’s tongue twisting at maximum velocity.

Programme Notes

LA BOHÈME
Music Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
Libretto Giuseppe Giacosa and
Luigi Illica
‘Che gelida manina’, Act I
Stefan Pop

La bohème was Puccini’s first collaboration
with librettists Giuseppe Giacosa and
Luigi Illica, with whom he would go
on to write Tosca and Madama Butterfly.
These three operas have become the
most popular of Puccini’s works, and
three of the most popular operas of all
time. La bohème had its premiere on
1 February 1896 at the Teatro Regio, Turin.
Although the response from the critics was
La bohème, Act I, The Royal Opera
lukewarm, the audience loved the opera,
(June 2012) ©ROH/Catherine Ashmore, 2012
and it was soon being performed all over
Europe. It is the most frequently performed
opera at the Royal Opera House to date.
The story of La bohème was loosely adapted from the autobiographical short stories
Scènes de la vie de bohème by the French writer Henry [Henri] Murger (published in book
form in 1851) and from a sentimental play, La Vie de bohème (1849), written by Murger and
Théodore Barrière. Puccini and his librettists cut and altered much of Murger’s material,
turning his rambling anecdotes about bohemian life into a romantic tragedy with comic
episodes, and making the principal characters (particularly the lovers Mimì and Rodolfo)
far more sympathetic.
‘Che gelida manina’ comes from Act I of the opera. The poet Rodolfo has met the
young seamstress Mimì, who has come to his door to ask for a light for her candle. She
has fainted and dropped her key. Rodolfo finds the key and hides it. As he pretends to
continue to search, his hand touches Mimì’s. Already falling in love, he suggests that
they sit and talk. The opening melody of the aria, to delicate orchestral accompaniment,
illustrates Rodolfo’s tenderness towards Mimì – it will return to heartbreaking effect
in Act IV as Mimì is dying. The music becomes more declamatory as Rodolfo proudly
declares his identity with the words ‘Chi son? Son poetà’. (Who am I? I am a poet.) As his
eloquence grows, so does the intensity of the music, culminating in a passionate, lyrical
melody with richly textured orchestral accompaniment, which will come to signify the
couple’s mutual love. As Rodolfo gently encourages Mimì to now tell him about her life,
the tender mood of the opening returns.
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LA SONNAMBULA
Music Vincenzo Bellini (1801–35)
Libretto Felice Romani
‘Ah! non credea mirarti… Ah! non
giunge uman pensiero’, Act II
Julia Novikova, Royal Opera Chorus

Bellini wrote La sonnambula in 1831 for
the Teatro Carcano, Milan. It was his
seventh opera. By this time, Bellini was
a hugely popular composer, writing
that ‘my style is now heard in the most
important theatres in the world… and
with the greatest enthusiasm’. The
reception of La sonnambula confirmed this
La sonnambula, The Royal Opera (2011)
statement: the premiere on 6 March 1831
©ROH/Bill Cooper, 2011
was an enormous success, and the opera
was soon performed to acclaim in
London, Paris and many other major European cities. The role of Amina became a
favourite with many singers, including Maria Malibran and Adelina Patti; in the 20th
century singers including Maria Callas and Joan Sutherland had great success in the role.
The librettist for La sonnambula was the popular and prolific Felice Romani, who
wrote librettos for seven of Bellini’s ten operas. The story, adapted from a ballet scenario
by Eugène Scribe and Jean-Pierre Aumer, shows the 19th-century fascination with the
supernatural and with strange medical conditions, and bel canto opera’s preoccupation
with innocent, wronged women, who usually hale from mountainous regions. Amina,
the heroine, is a sleepwalker whose nightly somnambulism leads the locals in her quiet
Alpine village to believe that the area is haunted. When Amina inadvertently sleepwalks
into the local inn, and into a bedroom occupied by the nobleman Count Rodolfo, the
innkeeper Lisa seizes the chance to destroy Amina’s reputation, and take her fiancé
Elvino in the process. She nearly succeeds. Fortunately Elvino and the villagers witness
another display of Amina’s sleepwalking, Elvino realizes that she is innocent and the
lovers are reunited.
‘Ah! non credea mirarti’ comes from the final scene of the opera. Amina, still asleep
and unaware that she is being watched, sings to the faded flowers that Elvino gave her,
mourning her lost love. Amina’s grief is movingly illustrated in her haunting vocal line –
one of those ‘long, long, long melodies’ of Bellini so admired by Verdi – and by the solo
cello that shadows her in the cadenza. Elvino steps forward and gently puts a wedding
ring on Amina’s finger and the chorus wake her with cries of ‘Viva Amina!’. Overcome
with joy, Amina gives expression to her feelings in a brilliant cabaletta with much delicate
coloratura, while the chorus urge her to ‘let your joy begin’.

Programme Notes

Die Walküre
Music Richard Wagner (1813–83)
Libretto Richard Wagner
‘Winterstürme wichen dem
Wonnemond… Du bist der Lenz’, Act I
Nina Stemme, Plácido Domingo

Die Walküre is the opera in Der Ring des
Nibelungen most exclusively concerned
with human relationships: the father/
daughter bond between Wotan and
Brünnhilde, and the incestuous love
between Wotan’s children Siegmund and
Sieglinde. The latter excited Wagner from
the first. In 1851 he wrote to Liszt of how
Plácido Domingo (Siegmund) and
the ‘wondrous and yet disastrous love’
Waltraud Meier (Sieglinde), Die Walküre,
The Royal Opera (2005) Clive Barda
between Siegmund and Sieglinde had
fired him up.
Wagner began work on Die Walküre
that same year. As was his custom, he wrote his own libretto, completing a verse draft in
July 1852. Among the earliest musical sketches for the opera is a version of ‘Winterstürme’.
Die Walküre was completed in full score by 23 March 1856, but not performed until
26 June 1870, in Munich – it was first heard as part of the Ring cycle at the inaugural
Bayreuth Festival of 1876.
The extract performed tonight comes from Act I of the opera. Sieglinde has drugged
her hated husband Hunding in order to be alone with the mysterious Siegmund. She tells
him of her unhappy marriage, of the mysterious man who placed a sword in the tree in
Hunding’s dwelling on her wedding day and of the hero who will be able to remove
the sword and rescue her. Siegmund vows to be that man, and embraces her. To a gentle,
barcarole-like melody with richly-textured orchestral accompaniment, he describes the
arrival of spring, a symbol of their mutual love. ‘Winterstürme’ is about as close to a
traditional aria as Wagner wrote in the Ring cycle, but even so it is unconventional: it is
not long before a flowing theme associated with Siegmund and Sieglinde’s love disrupts
both the form and the compound metre of the aria, as if Siegmund’s ardour cannot be
contained. Sieglinde responds to Siegmund with equal passion, her music combining
elements of the love theme and the melody of ‘Winterstürme’. Brother and sister join in
an ecstatic duet, though one in which – unusual even for Wagner – they never sing at the
same time. The music becomes ever more intense and motivically complex as the couple
jubilantly name each other, realizing that they are brother and sister as well as lovers. The
act ends with their rapturous embrace.
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La Donna del lago
Music Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868)
Libretto Andrea Leone Tottola
‘Tanti affetti’, Act II
Joyce DiDonato, Royal Opera Chorus

Exotic or picturesque settings always
appealed to Rossini in his operas: from
Seville in Il barbiere di Siviglia to ancient
Babylon in Semiramide, Algeria in
L’italiana in Algeri, and, in La donna del
lago, 16th-century Scotland. The libretto
was inspired by Sir Walter Scott’s bestselling poem The Lady of the Lake. Scott’s
writings were very popular in Europe
in the first half of the 19th century:
Henrietta Sontag (1806–54) as Elena in
Donizetti would also turn to Scott for
La donna del lago: 19th-century lithograph by
M. Humphries Private Collection/Lebrecht Music and Arts
inspiration in Lucia di Lammermoor (1835),
and Schubert set translations of three
excerpts of The Lady of the Lake as songs.
La donna del lago was first performed at the Teatro San Carlo, Naples, on 24 October 1819.
The plot of La donna del lago centres around the rebellion of the Highlanders against
King James V of Scotland. Elena, daughter of the rebel Highland chief, Douglas, loves the
young warrior Malcolm, but her father wishes her to marry Rodrigo, leader of the rebels.
During the first scene of the opera King James V, in disguise as ‘Uberto’, also falls in love
with Elena. Following much emotional turmoil, a battle and a duel between Rodrigo
and the King in which Rodrigo is killed, Elena, Malcolm, King James and Douglas are
reunited at the royal palace. Moved by Elena’s pleas, King James pardons Douglas and
gives his blessing to the marriage of Elena and Malcolm.
Rossini created the role of Elena for his mistress (later wife) Isabella Colbran, a
mezzo-soprano with a strikingly beautiful, flexible and wide-ranging voice. ‘Tanti affetti’,
the closing number in the opera, shows what a skilful singer she must have been. The aria
is sung at the close of the opera by Elena to express her happiness and her gratitude to the
King. The music begins gently, almost tentatively, as if to illustrate Elena’s shyness and
confused emotional state. However, as she continues her vocal line becomes longer and
more ornate, as if she is growing in confidence. To regal brass fanfares, the chorus enter,
rejoicing that peace has come to Scotland. Elena then gives full expression to her joy in a
series of increasingly virtuosic coloratura variations, underpinned by the jubilant chorus.
Rossini often enjoyed ending his operas with a showcase aria for the leading lady and
‘Tanti affetti’ is without doubt one of the most brilliant that he composed.

Programme Notes

Les Pêcheurs de
perles
Music Georges Bizet (1838–75)
Libretto Eugène Cormon and
Michel Carré
‘Au fond du temple saint’, Act I
Joseph Calleja, Plácido Domingo

The facility for beguiling melody that
runs through Bizet’s last opera Carmen is
present in his earliest operatic commission
for Paris, Les Pêcheurs de perles. It had its
premiere at the Théâtre-Lyrique on 30
September 1863, when the composer was
just 24. The libretto by the experienced
writers Eugène Cormon and Michel Carré
Costume design by Attilio Comelli (1858–
lacked the originality and drama to make
1925) for Nadir in Les Pêcheurs de perles,
Royal Opera House (1908)
the opera a sustained success, but the
ROH Collections
range and inventiveness of Bizet’s musical
imagination was immediately evident
through the orchestration, the subtle exoticism to suit the oriental setting of the story,
and several lyrical numbers for the principal characters. The Act I duet ‘Au fond du
temple saint’ in particular has become an operatic favourite, with its warm and smooth
vocal lines supported by delicate instrumental textures.
Les Pêcheurs de perles is set in ancient Ceylon. In the first act, Nadir and Zurga
reminisce about a beautiful girl whom they met in Kandy, the country’s capital. Both fell
in love with her and, rather than destroy their friendship, they gave her up. In the duet,
the men reflect on that vision of beauty that first entranced them and sing of the sacred
bond of friendship. The main melody is one associated with the girl, Léïla. It is her arrival
at the village as a veiled priestess that is to spark the drama. She should remain secluded
and veiled, her duty to pray for the pearl fishers’ safety on their expeditions; but when she
reveals her identity to Nadir, whom she loves, the jealousy of the two men is revived.
Bizet died young, in 1875 at the age of 36. He did not witness the extraordinary
popularity of Carmen, which in turn led to a revival of Les Pêcheurs de perles in Paris in
1893 that amended the drama and the score to suit contemporary taste. It was at this stage
that the now-familiar reprise of the main melody was added to the duet.

INTERVAL
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I CAPULETI E
I MONTECCHI
Music Vincenzo Bellini (1801–35)
Libretto Felice Romani
‘Stolto! A un sol mio grido’, Act II
Joyce DiDonato, Rolando Villazón,
Royal Opera Chorus

In January 1830, Bellini was staying in
Venice when he heard that Giovanni
Pacini was unable to honour his contract
to write a new opera for La Fenice. Bellini
agreed to take his place. His regular
librettist Felice Romani was summoned,
and told to bring with him a libretto he
I Capuleti e i Montecchi, The Royal Opera (2009)
had written some years previously, entitled
Bill Cooper
Giulietta e Romeo. The pair immediately
set to work, and within about six weeks I Capuleti e i Montecchi was completed. The
successful premiere was on 11 March 1830. The trouser role of Romeo was sung by the
hugely popular mezzo-soprano Giuditta Grisi.
The plot of I Capuleti is very different from that of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (to
the disgust of that ardent Shakespearian Hector Berlioz, who attended a performance
in Florence in 1831). Romani’s sources were Italian, and included a 16th-century novella
and a play from 1816. His Romeo is a fierce young warrior, rather than a dreamy idealist.
Tebaldo, rather than being Giulietta’s cousin, is her betrothed. The plot of Act I focuses
on Romeo’s desire to be united with Giulietta: he first attempts to make peace with her
father; then to persuade Giulietta to elope; finally he disrupts and prevents her marriage
to Tebaldo. A fight ensues and Romeo flees. In Act II the doctor Lorenzo, sympathetic to
the lovers, urges Giulietta to drink a potion that will make her seem to have died. Romeo
will then rescue her from the family tomb and the pair can escape. Unfortunately (as in
Shakespeare), Lorenzo is unable to make contact with Romeo to explain his plan.
The duet performed tonight comes from the scene after Giulietta has drunk the
potion. Lurking in the grounds of Giulietta’s father Capellio’s palace, Romeo encounters
Tebaldo. To furious warlike music, the two men challenge each other to fight. They are
interrupted by a solemn organ melody and the chanting of the chorus, announcing the
death of Giulietta. The mood changes instantly. In long descending phrases, Tebaldo
and Romeo in turn mourn Giulietta, before launching into the agitated final section
of the duet. Romeo urges Tebaldo to kill him and thus end his pain; Tebaldo laments
his selfishness in forcing Giulietta to marry him. Bellini demonstrates how the men
are united in their grief by having their vocal lines periodically converge.
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MEFISTOFELE
Music Arrigo Boito (1842–1918)
Libretto Arrigo Boito
‘Son lo spirito che nega’, Act I
Erwin Schrott

Arrigo Boito is now chiefly remembered as
the librettist for Verdi’s Otello and Falstaff.
His first vocation, however, was music.
He studied at the Milan Conservatory,
and while still a student began work on
an opera based on Goethe’s Faust. Like
Wagner, whom he much admired, Boito
wrote his own libretto.
As a young man Boito was associated
with the ‘Scapigliatura’ – a group of
creative artists seeking to rid Italy of
provincialism in art. Boito intended his
opera to be novel and striking, and
wanted to produce a more serious homage
to Goethe than Gounod’s Faust (1859),
which he considered superficial and
commercial. Unfortunately, the premiere
Fyodor Chaliapin (1873–1938) as
of Mefistofele in 1868 was a disaster, and
Mefistofele: painting by Aleksandr
Yakovlevich Golovin (1863–1930)
the shaken composer withdrew his score.
Lebrecht Music and Arts
Mefistofele was eventually given in a
revised form in Bologna in 1875 – this
time critics and audience were much kinder, and the opera had a successful revival in
Milan in 1881. It now has a permanent place in the opera repertory, largely due to the
advocacy of singers whose performances in the roles of Faust, Margherita and Mefistofele
have helped to give the opera recognition. Mefistofele has been a favourite role for several
distinguished basses, including Fyodor Chaliapin, Norman Treigle and Samuel Ramey.
‘Son lo spirito che nega’ comes from Act I. Mefistofele has broken into Faust’s study.
Faust demands to know who he is, and Mefistofele duly introduces himself as ‘the spirit
of denial’. The aria is powerfully theatrical, from the dark orchestral scoring with low
strings and brass, to the chromatic falling vocal lines that open both verses, the periodic
outbreaks of percussion, the shifts into speech on the word ‘No!’ and the sardonic whistle
closing each verse. Boito’s delight in language is shown in Mefistofele’s listing of his evil deeds:
‘struggo, tento, ruggo, sibilo, fischio’. (I destroy, tempt, roar, hiss, whistle.) The only surprise
after such a terrifying introduction is that Faust is prepared to sign the demonic pact!
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TANNHÄUSER
Music Richard Wagner
Libretto Richard Wagner
‘Dich, teure Halle’, Act II
Nina Stemme

Wagner began work on his fifth opera
Tannhäuser in June 1842. The opera was
completed in full score on 13 April 1845,
and first performed on 19 October 1845
at the Königlich Sächsisches Hoftheater,
Dresden. The first cast complained of the
unprecedented difficulty of their parts;
however, the opera soon found a place
in the repertory of many German opera
houses. In 1861 Wagner produced a
revised version with ballet for the
Paris Opéra. Unfortunately the first
Tannhäuser, Act II, The Royal Opera (2010)
performance was a fiasco, largely due
©ROH/Clive Barda, 2010
to a riot instigated by the aristocratic
Jockey Club. A third version of the opera, a composite of the ‘Dresden’ and ‘Paris’
versions, was produced for Vienna in 1875. Wagner continued to meditate on revising
the work, claiming in his final months that he still ‘owed the world his Tannhäuser’.
The plot of Tannhäuser is based around two medieval legends: the tale of the doomed
knight Tannhäuser, lover of the goddess Venus, and the story of the Wartburg singing
competition. Both legends inspired stories and poems by 19th-century writers including
Heine and E.T.A. Hoffmann. Combining elements of each tale, Wagner added a new
narrative interest in the character of Elisabeth, the pure woman whose selfless love
ultimately redeems Tannhäuser. As so often in Wagner, this redemption comes at the
cost of the lovers’ lives.
‘Dich, teure Halle’ opens Act II. Tannhäuser has escaped Venus, and is returning to
the Wartburg. Alone, Elisabeth eagerly awaits him. Wagner’s music beautifully captures
Elisabeth’s complex emotions: joy mixed with agitation in the lively orchestral prelude
with its triplet quaver figuration and in her exultant first lines; sorrow, illustrated by a
slowing of tempo and a melancholy oboe solo, as she remembers Tannhäuser’s absence;
determination to forget her grief as the orchestral timbre grows richer and the vocal line
ranges wider; and mounting excitement as the pace of the music quickens and Elisabeth
repeatedly greets the Hall of Song, her vocal line rising to a high B. It is a perfect picture
of a woman ecstatically in love, but perhaps aware of troubles to come.
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LA BOHÈME
Music Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
Libretto Giuseppe Giacosa and
Luigi Illica
‘O Mimì, tu più non torni’, Act IV
Rolando Villazón, Plácido Domingo

Puccini was always a master at exploring
the emotion of nostalgia, and never more
so than in the short duet ‘O Mimì, tu più
non torni’. The duet comes near the start
of the final act of La bohème. Rodolfo and
Marcello are separated from their lovers.
Mimì has gone to live with a viscount (a
strand of the plot that Puccini never fully
developed, to the annoyance of one of his
La bohème, Act IV, The Royal Opera (2009)
librettists Luigi Illica, who’d written the
©ROH/Johan Persson, 2009
libretto for a whole extra act in which
Rodolfo and Mimì separate) and Musetta
has left Marcello for a wealthier man. In their attic lodgings, Rodolfo and Marcello have
been discussing how each has met the other’s lover, gorgeously dressed. Each pretends to
the other that they are happy for the girls. However, when they attempt to return to work
they almost immediately give up, and sink into nostalgia for the past.
Much of the fourth act of La bohème is based on material from Act I of the opera – as
though the characters are relying more and more on memories of happier times as their
hardships increase. Except for a short introduction based on Rodolfo and Mimì’s love
theme, ‘O Mimì, tu più non torni’, however, consists of entirely new musical material.
As with Rodolfo’s aria in Act I, the duet is in three short sections. Rodolfo begins with
a lyrical, soaring melody as he remembers his past happiness. Marcello briefly takes up
the same melody, before launching into a solo section with a second, more declamatory
theme, as he describes how Musetta’s face comes to him whenever he tries to paint. The
two men then sing in harmony, their music an expanded version of the opening theme of
the duet. As they describe their loneliness and longing for their lovers to return the vocal
lines grow longer, and the mood more intense. The duet closes with a wistful solo violin
rendition of the opening melody.
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RIGOLETTO
Music Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
Libretto Francesco Maria Piave
‘La donna è mobile’, Act III
Stefan Pop

By 1850 Giuseppe Verdi had written
15 operas, and made enough money to
enable him to retire for the rest of his life.
Although he provocatively declared that
such was his intention, he was in fact
meditating intently on new operatic
subjects. In the spring of 1850, writing to
Rigoletto, Act III, The Royal Opera (2012)
his friend and regular librettist Francesco
©ROH/Johan Persson, 2012
Maria Piave, he noted excitedly that Victor
Hugo’s play Le Roi s’amuse was ‘perhaps the greatest drama of modern times. Triboulet
[the King’s jester, Verdi’s Rigoletto] is a creation worthy of Shakespeare!’.
Although Piave was already writing the libretto for Verdi’s Stiffelio (1850), he duly set
to work. Predictably, he soon ran into terrible troubles with the censors in Venice, where
Rigoletto was to receive its premiere. By December 1850, the Venetian censors were
forbidding Piave and Verdi to create an opera featuring a debauched monarch (Francis I
of France), rape and murder. Piave tried his best to sooth them, turning the French king
into an Italian duke, but the censors continued with their demands, insisting that the
Duke be of blameless character and the murder cut or substantially changed. Verdi wrote
Piave a furious letter, refusing to give way on many points. Above all, he wrote, ‘the Duke
must absolutely be a libertine’ or Rigoletto’s desire for vengeance and plan to murder
his master would make no sense. Verdi got his way, and the Duke became one of the
most famous libertines to tread the operatic stage.
‘La donna è mobile’ is sung by the Duke in Act III. Rigoletto has been plotting
the Duke’s destruction ever since his master seduced and raped Rigoletto’s daughter,
Gilda. Rigoletto has hired the assassin Sparafucile to help him, and the Duke has come
to Sparafucile’s tavern in disguise as a soldier, lured by the assassin’s beautiful sister
Maddalena. The Duke orders Sparafucile to bring Maddalena to him, and while waiting
sings of woman’s changeable nature. Throughout the opera he has deftly switched his
vocal style depending on whom he is seducing: a decorous minuet for Countess Ceprano,
simple and ardent lyricism with Gilda in Act I. Now, waiting for the prostitute Maddalena,
he expresses his credo – women are so fickle that one has to be promiscuous – in a catchy
tune, the Renaissance Mantuan equivalent of a pop song. The brash cheerfulness of the
melody and the fiery closing cadenza give an impression both of the Duke’s joie de vivre
and of his callow selfishness.
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ANDREA CHÉNIER
Music Umberto Giordano (1867–1948)
Libretto Luigi Illica
‘Nemico della patria’, Act III
Plácido Domingo

Umberto Giordano studied at the
Conservatory in Naples. His early years as a
composer were relatively unsuccessful and
he struggled to get his operas performed.
His luck changed when the composer
Alberto Franchetti offered him a libretto by
Luigi Illica, based on the life of the French
poet André Chénier. Andrea Chénier,
Giordano’s fourth opera, opened on 28
March 1896 at La Scala, Milan. It was
Plácido Domingo as Andrea Chénier,
very well received, and was soon being
The Royal Opera (1985) Clive Barda
performed around Europe. Giordano went
on to have further success with his next opera, Fedora (1898), but none of his later works
did particularly well, and Andrea Chénier is the only one to be regularly performed today.
Andrea Chénier is a highly dramatic work, set in the days immediately before the
French Revolution and during the dark period of Robespierre’s ‘Terror’. In the first act,
the servant Carlo Gérard and the idealistic poet Andrea Chénier both fall in love with
Maddalena di Coigny, an aristocrat. The Revolution changes all their lives – Gérard
becomes a prominent political figure, Chénier is held in suspicion, while Maddalena loses
home and fortune and only survives through Chénier’s help. Gérard realizes that Chénier
and Maddalena are in love. Although deeply jealous, he initially resolves to be merciful,
and helps them in their attempt to leave Paris. However, when Chénier is arrested Gérard
cannot resist signing his death warrant.
‘Nemico della patria’ comes from Act III of the opera, as Gérard, about to sign the
papers condemning Chénier, wrestles with his conscience. The loose structure and
rapidly changing moods of the music mirror Gérard’s volatile state of mind. In short,
agitated phrases, with turbulent interjections by strings and brass, he asks how Chénier
can possibly be seen as a traitor. The music becomes even more fiery as he reflects
ironically that although he has fought for freedom, he is still a servant to his passions.
The musical style changes again as Gérard sadly remembers his hopes of the revolution.
The orchestral textures and harmonies become richer, and the vocal line increasingly
lyrical as he sings of his former desire ‘to love all humanity’. The nobility of the closing
music invites us to sympathize with Gérard, who will later bitterly regret his actions and
try – too late – to save Chénier and Maddalena.
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LOUISE
Music Gustave Charpentier
(1860–1956)
Libretto Gustave Charpentier and
Saint-Pol-Roux
‘Depuis le jour’, Act III
Sonya Yoncheva

Gustave Charpentier entered the Paris
Conservatory in 1881. In 1885 he became
a pupil of Massenet, who remembered his
‘desire to shock’. Despite this tendency,
Charpentier was not particularly confident
as a composer. It took him over ten years to
complete his one successful opera, Louise,
and to get it staged. Louise finally opened
at the Opéra-Comique on 2 February 1900.
The work had several distinguished
Poster (detail) advertising Charpentier’s Louise at the
admirers including Massenet and –
Opéra-Comique, Paris: colour lithograph by Georges
Antoine Rochegrosse (1859–1938) Private Collection/
surprisingly – Richard Strauss. Sadly,
The Stapleton Collection/The Bridgeman Art Library
Charpentier was never able to equal its
success. Julien (1913), a sequel to Louise,
had a lukewarm reception and soon after Charpentier all but gave up composing.
Although the music of Louise is very much in the tradition of Gounod and Massenet,
the opera’s story was seen at the time of its premiere as rather daring – the French answer
to verismo. The beautiful seamstress Louise falls in love with the poet and musician Julien.
Eventually she leaves her over-protective parents to join him in Montmartre (Charpentier’s
own home). There the pair live blissfully in a community of artists, with Louise crowned
‘Queen of Montmartre’. When her father becomes ill, Louise is forced to return home.
Her parents try to keep her there, but the lure of life in Paris with Julien is too great, and
Louise escapes, leaving her father to curse the city that has stolen his daughter.
‘Depuis le jour’ comes from Act III of the opera, soon after Louise has joined Julien in
Montmartre. To a shimmering accompaniment of strings and harp, Louise sings of how
her life has been enriched through her love for Julien. As she describes her realization that
love was not merely a dream, the music grows more intense – though the gentle waltz-like
rhythm of the opening is maintained throughout – and the soprano line soars higher and
higher, eventually rising to a high B on the words ‘Je suis heureuse’ (I am happy), before
returning to a lower register for the dreamy, gentle final bars. Although Louise is now
rarely performed in full, this aria has become a popular concert piece.
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TURANDOT
Music Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
Libretto Giuseppe Adami and
Renato Simoni
‘Nessun dorma’, Act III
Joseph Calleja, Royal Opera Chorus

Turandot proved to be the Puccini’s final
work, its concluding duet still unwritten
at the time of his death in November 1924
following an operation for throat cancer.
The first performance was on 25 April
1926, at La Scala, Milan; with an ending
composed by Alfano, the opera quickly
joined Puccini’s other works as some
of the most enduring of the operatic
Turandot, The Royal Opera (2008)
repertory. The libretto had been adapted
Johan Persson
for Puccini by Giuseppe Adami and
Renato Simoni from the play Turandotte
by the 18th-century Venetian writer Carlo Gozzi, which had previously been set to music
by a number of composers. Small-scale and humorous, the Venetian source does not
immediately suggest the grand scale, passion and spectacle of what the opera would
become through Puccini’s imagination.
The oriental fantasy is set in the ancient China of legend, where Princess Turandot has
sworn an oath that no man shall ever possess her. Potential suitors have to answer three
riddles correctly, or else they are executed. To Turandot’s horror, Prince Calaf (in disguise)
answers the riddles correctly. But he wants not just Turandot’s hand but her heart too, so
he offers a test of his own: if she can discover his name before dawn she can execute him;
otherwise she must marry him.
At the start of Act III, the voices of the inhabitants of Peking are heard, instructed by
the Princess to stay awake and search all night to discover the name. The famous aria,
possibly the most recognizable now of all opera, begins as Calaf echoes the citizens’
‘Nessun dorma’ (None shall sleep). He thinks of Turandot in her icy room and how he
will thaw her heart. When the sun rises he will kiss her and reveal his name.
For much of the opera, Puccini incorporated astringent modernist elements into
his style, which complemented the strangeness of Turandot’s distant land with its often
violent undercurrents. But for Calaf’s ‘Nessun dorma’ soliloquy, he composed a rich and
romantic setting for the text that characterizes the prince’s passion through bold and
yearning phrases that lead to his final triumphant ‘Vincerò’: ‘I will win!’.
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RIGOLETTO
Music Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
Libretto Francesco Maria Piave
‘Tutte le feste… Sì, vendetta!’, Act II
Julia Novikova, Plácido Domingo,
Nigel Cliffe, Jihoon Kim

Verdi’s subtle and complex depictions of
fathers and daughters have been much
admired. Nowhere does Verdi explore
the father/daughter relationship more
powerfully than in the great duet closing
Act II of Rigoletto, which illustrates both
Rigoletto, Act II, The Royal Opera (2012)
the deep bond between this father and
©ROH/Johan Persson, 2012
daughter and the more troubled aspects of
their relationship. The duet follows the rape of Gilda by the Duke (a scene from Hugo’s play
that the censors absolutely refused to let Verdi set) and Rigoletto’s frantic pleas with the
courtiers to find Gilda. Alone at last with her father, Gilda tells Rigoletto of her disgrace.
The duet opens with a long expository section – almost an aria in itself – for Gilda.
Her vocal style, with its long, flowing lines, is in strong contrast to the delicate coloratura
fragments characterizing her part in Act I, as though Gilda has matured through suffering.
Shadowed by a melancholy oboe, she describes how she fell in love with the Duke, and her
abduction. Rigoletto breaks in with a short lament, ‘Solo per me l’infamia’ (Only on me the
shame), the jagged vocal line and stabbing figuration in the strings contrasting to the gentle,
resigned style of Gilda’s music. Soon, however, his love for his daughter gains the upper hand
over his anger, and father and daughter are united in a meltingly beautiful cantabile, ‘Piangi,
fanciulla’, (Weep, girl) accompanied by delicate string textures (lower strings pizzicati) and
clarinets, the most tender music that Rigoletto has in the opera.
The harmony between father and daughter does not last. The arrival of Monterone,
to stormy, dark-hued music, reawakens Rigoletto’s anger. As Monterone is dragged away,
Rigoletto vows that ‘No, vecchio, t’inganni… un vindice avrai!’ (No, old man, you are
wrong… you have an avenger!), and launches into the cabaletta ‘Sì, vendetta, tremenda
vendetta’. (Yes, revenge, terrible revenge!) The martial, relentless quality of the music
creates a vivid picture of Rigoletto’s excited rage. Gilda displays her opposition to her
father’s plans by taking up his melody in a different key (the dominant to his tonic) as she
begs him to forgive. However, as is shown in his angry interjections, Rigoletto will not
be calmed. The duet ends in a furious orchestral reiteration of the cabaletta’s opening
melody as Rigoletto drags Gilda away.
Programme notes by John Snelson (Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, Contes
d’Hoffmann, L’elisir d’amore, Les Pêcheurs de perles, Turandot) and Kate Hopkins
(La bohème, La sonnambula, Die Walküre, La donna del lago, I Capuleti e i Montecchi,
Mefistofele, Tannhäuser, Rigoletto, Andrea Chénier, Louise)

Plácido Domingo and Operalia Winners singing tonight who have previously appeared with The Royal Opera. Clockwise
from top left: Joyce DiDonato as Cendrillon (2011) ©ROH/Bill Cooper, 2011 ; Nina Stemme as Isolde (2009) ©ROH/ Bill Cooper,
2009 ; Joseph Calleja as Rodolfo (2012) ©ROH/Bill Cooper, 2012 ; Rolando Villazón as Werther (2011) ©ROH/Catherine Ashmore,
2011 ; Plácido Domingo as Simon Boccanegra (2010) ©ROH/Catherine Ashmore, 2010 ; Erwin Schrott as Don Giovanni (2012)
©ROH/Mike Hoban, 2012
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Operalia Winners 1993–2012
1993, Paris
Ainhoa Arteta (Spanish soprano: Audience Prize), Inva Mula (Albanian
soprano), Nina Stemme (Swedish mezzo-soprano; became a soprano soon
after winning Operalia), Kwangchul Youn (Korean bass)
1994, Mexico City
Simone Alberghini (Italian bass), Oxana Arkaeva (Ukrainian soprano), Brian
Asawa (American countertenor), Maria Cecilia Diaz (Argentinian mezzosoprano), Bruce Fowler (American tenor), Masako Teshima (Japanese
mezzo-soprano), José Cura (Argentinian tenor: Audience Prize)
1995, Madrid
Sung Eun Kim (Korean soprano: First Prize), Miguel Ángel Zapater (Spanish
bass: First Prize), Elizabeth Futral (American soprano: Second Prize), Dimitra
Theodossiou (Greek soprano: Second and Audience Prizes), Carmen Oprisanu
(Romanian mezzo-soprano: Third Prize), Ana María Martínez (Puerto Rican
soprano: Zarzuela Prize), Rafael Rojas (Mexican tenor: Zarzuela Prize)
1996, Bordeaux
John Osborn (American tenor: First Prize), Lynette Tapia (American soprano:
First and Audience Prizes), Phyllis Pancella (American mezzo-soprano: Second
Prize), Eric Owens (American bass: Second Prize), Carlos Moreno (Spanish
tenor: Third Prize), Vittorio Vitelli (Italian baritone: Third Prize), Nancy Fabiola
Herrera (Spanish mezzo-soprano: Zarzuela Prize), Oziel Garza-Ornelas
(Mexican baritone: Zarzuela Prize)
1997, Tokyo
Carla Maria Izzo (Italian soprano: First and Audience Prizes), Changyong Liao
(Chinese baritone: First Prize), Aquiles Machado (Venezuelan tenor: Second
and Zarzuela Prizes), Jung-Hack Seo (Korean baritone: Second Prize), Xiu Wei
Sun (Chinese soprano: Third Prize), Ángel Rodríguez Rivero (Spanish tenor:
Zarzuela Prize)
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1998, Hamburg
Erwin Schrott (Uruguayan bass: First and Audience Prizes), Joyce DiDonato
(American mezzo-soprano: Second Prize), Ludovic Tézier (French baritone:
Second Prize), Maki Mori (Japanese soprano: Third Prize), Carlos Cosías
(Spanish tenor: Zarzuela Prize), Andión Fernández (Spanish soprano: Zarzuela
Prize), Jae-Chul Bae (Korean tenor: CulturArte Prize)
1999, San Juan (Puerto Rico)
Orlin Anastassov (Bulgarian bass: First Prize), Giuseppe Filianoti (Italian
tenor: Second Prize), Rolando Villazón (Mexican tenor: Second, Zarzuela and
Audience Prizes), Yali-Marie Williams (Puerto Rican soprano: Third Prize),
Mariola Cantarero (Spanish soprano: Zarzuela Prize), Joseph Calleja (Maltese
tenor: CulturArte Prize), Vitalij Kowaljow (Ukrainian bass: CulturArte Prize)
2000, Los Angeles
Isabel Bayrakdarian (Armenian/Canadian soprano: First and Zarzuela Prizes),
Hui He (Chinese soprano: Second Prize), Daniil Shtoda (Russian tenor: Second
Prize), Konstyantyn Andreyev (Ukrainian tenor: Third and Zarzuela Prizes), Robert
Pomakov (Canadian bass: Third Prize), Arnold Kocharyan (Armenian baritone:
Zarzuela Prize), Andrei Breous (Russian baritone: Zarzuela Prize), Virginia Tola
(Argentinian soprano: Zarzuela and Audience Prizes)
2001, Washington
Guang Yang (Chinese mezzo-soprano: First Prize), Hyoung-Kyoo Kang (Korean
baritone: Second Prize), Alessandra Rezza (Italian soprano: Second Prize),
Maya Dashuk (Russian soprano: Third Prize), Eugenia Garza (Mexican soprano:
Zarzuela Prize), Jossie Perez (American mezzo-soprano: Zarzuela Prize),
Antonio Gandia (Spanish tenor: Zarzuela Prize), Valeriano Lanchas (Columbian
bass: Zarzuela Prize), Elizaveta Martirosyan (Georgian soprano: Audience
Prize), Lasha Nikabadze (Georgian tenor: CulturArte Prize)
2002, Paris
Carmen Giannattasio (Italian soprano: First and Audience Prizes), Elena
Manistina (Russian mezzo-soprano: First Prize), John Matz (American tenor:
Second and Zarzuela Prizes), Stéphane Degout (French baritone: Second
Prize), Maria Fontosh (Russian soprano: Third Prize), Jae-Hyoung Kim (Korean
tenor: Zarzuela Prize), Anna Kiknadze (Georgian mezzo-soprano: Zarzuela
Prize), Kate Aldrich (American mezzo-soprano: CulturArte Prize)
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2003, Lake Constanze Region
Adriana Damato (Italian soprano: First Prize), Giuseppe Gipali (Albanian tenor:
Second Prize), Israel Lozano (Spanish tenor: Third, Zarzuela and Audience
Prizes), Jesús García (American tenor: Third Prize), Jennifer Check (American
soprano: Zarzuela Prize), Sabina Puértolas (Spanish soprano: Zarzuela Prize),
Mario Cassi (Italian baritone: Zarzuela Prize)
2004, Los Angeles
Wookyung Kim (Korean tenor: First Prize), Nataliya Kovalova (Ukrainian soprano:
Second and Audience Prizes), Dmitry Voropaev (Russian tenor: Third Prize), Maria
Jooste (South African soprano: Fourth Prize), Vitaly Bilyy (Ukrainian baritone:
Fourth Prize), Dmitry Korchak (Russian tenor: Fourth and Zarzuela Prizes),
Mikhail Petrenko (Korean bass: Fourth Prize), In-Sung Sim (Korean bass-baritone:
Zarzuela Prize), Irina Lungu (Russian soprano: CulturArte Prize)
2005, Madrid
Vasily Ladyuk (Russian baritone: First Prize), Susanna Phillips (American
soprano: First and Audience Prizes), Joseph Kaiser (Canadian tenor: Second
Prize), Diogenes Randes (Brazilian bass: Second Prize), Joshua Hopkins
(Canadian baritone: Third Prize), David Menéndez Diaz (Spanish baritone:
Third Prize), Arturo Chacón-Cruz (Mexican tenor: Zarzuela and CulturArte
Prizes), Kinga Dobay (German mezzo-soprano: Zarzuela Prize)
2006, Valencia
Maija Kovalevska (Latvian soprano: First Prize), David Lomelí (Mexican
tenor: First and Zarzuela Prizes), Ailyn Pérez (American soprano: Second
Prize), Sébastien Guèze (French tenor: Second and Audience Prizes), Maria
Teresa Alberola Bañuls (Spanish soprano: Third, Zarzuela and Audience
Prizes), Trevor Scheunemann (American baritone: Third Prize), Karen Vuong
(American soprano: CulturArte Prize)
2007, Paris
Ekaterina Lekhina (Russian soprano: First Prize), Tae-Joong Yang (Korean
baritone: First Prize), Olga Peretyatko (Russian soprano: Second Prize), David
Bižić (Israeli bass-baritone: Second Prize), Dmytro Popov (Ukrainian tenor:
Second Prize), Lisette Oropesa (American soprano: Third and Zarzuela Prizes),
Marco Caria (Italian baritone: Third and Audience Prizes), Rachele Gilmore
(American soprano: Zarzuela Prize), Carine Séchaye (Swiss mezzo-soprano:
Zarzuela Prize), Aurelio Gabaldón (Spanish tenor: Zarzuela Prize), Carmen
Solis González (Spanish soprano: CulturArte Prize)

Operalia Winners 1993–2012

2008, Québec
María Alejandres Katzarava (Mexican soprano: First and Zarzuela Prizes), Joel
Prieto (Spanish/Puerto Rican tenor: First, Zarzuela and CulturArte Prizes), Oksana
Kramaryeva (Ukrainian soprano: Second and Audence Prizes), Thiago Arancam
(Brazilian tenor: Second, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes), Elena Xanthoudakis
(Greek/Australian soprano: Third Prize), Károly Szemerédy (Hungarian baritone:
Third Prize), Ketevan Kemoklidze (Georgian mezzo-soprano: Zarzuela Prize)
2009, Pécs and Budapest
Julia Novikova (Russian soprano: First and Audience Prizes), Alexey Kudrya
(Russian tenor: First Prize), Angel Blue (American soprano: Second and Zarzuela
Prizes), Jordan Bisch (American bass: Second Prize), Dimitrios Flemotomos
(Greek tenor: Second, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes), Auxiliadora Toledano
(Spanish soprano: Third Prize), Anita Watson (Australian soprano: Third Prize),
Kostas Smoriginas (Lithuanian bass-baritone: Third Prize), Wenwei Zhang
(Chinese bass: Third Prize), Arnold Rutkowski (Polish tenor: CulturArte Prize)
2010, Milan
Sonya Yoncheva (Bulgarian soprano: First and CulturArte Prizes), Stefan Pop
(Romanian tenor: First and Audience Prizes), Rosa Feola (Italian soprano:
Second, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes), Giordano Lucà (Italian tenor: Second
Prize), Ievgen Orlov (Ukrainian bass: Second Prize), Dinara Alieva (Russian
soprano: Third Prize), Chae Jun Lim (Korean bass: Third Prize), Ryan McKinny
(American bass-baritone: Birgit Nilsson Prize), Nathaniel Peake (American tenor:
Zarzuela Prize)
2011, Moscow
Pretty Yende (South African soprano: First, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes),
René Barbera (American tenor: First, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes), Olga
Busuioc (Moldavian soprano: Second and Zarzuela Prizes), Konstantin
Shushakov (Russian baritone: Second Prize), Olga Pudova (Russian soprano:
Third Prize), Jaesig Lee (Korean tenor: Third Prize), Jongmin Park (Korean bass:
Birgit Nilsson Prize), Javier Arrey (Chilean baritone: CulturArte Prize)
2012, Beijing
Janai Brugger (American soprano: First, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes),
Anthony Roth Costanzo (American countertenor: First Prize), Enkhbat
Amartuvshin (Mongolian baritone: First Prize), Guanqun Yu (American soprano:
Second Prize), Brian Jagde (American tenor: Second and Birgit Nilsson Prizes),
Yunpeng Wang (Chinese baritone: Second, Zarzuela and Audience Prizes),
Nadezhda Karyazina (Russian mezzo-soprano: Third Prize), Roman Burdenko
(Russian baritone: Third Prize), Antonio Poli (Italian tenor: CulturArte Prize)
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PlÁCIDO DOMINGO
Born in Madrid to parents who were zarzuela performers, Plácido Domingo moved
to Mexico as a child. He studied piano, conducting and singing at the Mexico City
Conservatory, and made his operatic debut in Monterrey as Alfredo Germont. He spent
two and a half years with Israel National Opera, singing roles ranging from Don Ottavio
to Don José to Lensky. In 1966 he created the title role in the US premiere of Ginastera’s
Don Rodrigo (New York City Opera). He made his European operatic debut in 1967
singing Radames (Hamburg), and made his debut at the Metropolitan Opera, New
York, in 1968 as Maurizio in Adriana Lecouvreur.
During his career, Plácido Domingo has sung 139 different roles, in repertory
including operas by Mozart, Verdi, Wagner, Berlioz, Puccini and his contemporaries,
Ginastera, and several contemporary operas. He has appeared at every important opera
house in the world, including La Scala, Milan, Vienna State Opera, the Royal Opera
House, Opéra-Bastille, Liceu, Barcelona, Teatro Real, Madrid, for San Francisco Opera,
Lyric Opera of Chicago, Washington National Opera and Los Angeles Opera, for Teatro
Colón, Buenos Aires, and for the Bayreuth and Salzburg festivals, and in total given over
3,600 performances. He has sung more than 650 performances for the Metropolitan
Opera, in just under 50 different roles. He has recently celebrated the 40th anniversary
of his debut at the Metropolitan Opera.
Plácido Domingo has made more than 100 recordings, including complete operas,
compilations of arias and duets and crossover discs. With Antonio Pappano, his
acclaimed recordings include Siegfried in extracts from Sieg fried and Götterdämmerung
and Tristan in Tristan und Isolde. His many aria compilation discs include the complete
Verdi arias for tenor. Domingo has also appeared in three opera films – Carmen, La traviata
and Otello – and in a telecast of Tosca, filmed in the authentic settings in Rome and
broadcast to 117 different countries. In September 2010 he performed the title role
in Rigoletto, in a performance broadcast live on Italian television from Mantua.
As a conductor, Plácido Domingo has conducted over 450 operatic and symphonic
performances, working with opera companies and orchestras including the Metropolitan
Opera, The Royal Opera, Vienna State Opera, Los Angeles Opera, Chicago SO, Vienna PO,
Los Angeles PO and the Berlin Philharmonic. In 1993 he founded the international voice
competition Operalia. He was General Director of Washington National Opera 1996–2011
and has been General Director of Los Angeles Opera since July 2000.
Recently, Plácido Domingo added the baritone roles of Simon Boccanegra and
Rigoletto to his repertory. He has sung Simon Boccanegra for the Metropolitan Opera,
Royal Opera, La Scala and in Madrid and Berlin, and has sung Rigoletto in concert in
Beijing and for Italian television. Other recent appearances include Pablo Neruda in the
world premiere of Daniel Catán’s Il postino (Los Angeles, recorded for DVD and telecast,

PlÁcido Domingo

with further performances in Vienna and Paris). He celebrated his 70th birthday with
a gala concert in Madrid, attended by the King and Queen of Spain. Engagements for
the 2011/12 season include conducting Roméo et Juliette and singing Simon Boccanegra
(Los Angeles), conducting Tosca (Washington National Opera) and singing Neptune in
the Metropolitan Opera’s Baroque showpiece The Enchanted Island and conducting
Madama Butterfly for the Metropolitan Opera. Next season’s engagements include his role
debuts as Nabucco (Royal Opera) and as Giorgio Germont (Metropolitan Opera), singing
Simon Boccanegra (Vienna State Opera) and conducting Tosca (Los Angeles) and Roméo
et Juliette (Vienna State Opera).
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Antonio Pappano
Born in London, Antonio Pappano
moved to the USA at the age of 13. Early
engagements included being assistant
to Daniel Barenboim for Der Ring des
Nibelungen, Tristan und Isolde and Parsifal
at the Bayreuth Festival. In 1987 he made
his conducting debut with La bohème at
the Norwegian National Opera, where he
was appointed Music Director in 1990.
At the age of 32 he was appointed Music
Director of La Monnaie, Brussels, where
he remained from 1992 to 2002. During
this period he made his debuts at Vienna
State Opera, at the Metropolitan Opera,
New York, and at the Bayreuth Festival.
He became Music Director of The Royal
Opera in 2002 (gaining the 2003 Olivier
Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Opera) and of the Accademia Nazionale
di Santa Cecilia in Rome in October 2005.
Recent highlights with The Royal Opera include new productions of Les Troyens and
Il trittico, conducting Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg, a celebration of Plácido Domingo’s
40 years performing with The Royal Opera, performances of Tosca, Macbeth and Werther,
a tour to Japan (conducting Manon, La traviata and Handel’s Messiah) and the world
premiere of Mark-Anthony Turnage’s Anna Nicole. He has made many recordings
for EMI, most recently Rossini’s Guillaume Tell (released in July 2011) and Mahler’s
Symphony no.6. His other EMI recordings include Il trovatore, Don Carlo (CD and DVD),
La bohème, Tosca, Madama Butterfly, La rondine, Il trittico, Werther, Manon and Tristan
und Isolde. His orchestral recordings include works by Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff and
Respighi. In May 2010 he presented a widely-acclaimed series, ‘Opera Italia’, for BBC
television. He received a knighthood in the Queen’s New Year Honours, 2012, and was
made a Cavaliere di Gran Croce Dell’Ordine Al Merito della Repubblica Italiana in May
2012. Next Season he will conduct Der Ring des Nibelungen, a revival of Birtwistle’s The
Minotaur, Don Carlo and Simon Boccanegra with The Royal Opera.
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Renato Balsadonna/Peter MAnning
Renato Balsadonna Chorus Director

Renato Balsadonna has been Chorus Director
for The Royal Opera since 2004. Born in Venice,
he studied philosophy, piano and composition,
worked as a répétiteur in Italy and was Assistant
Chorus Master in Basle and at La Monnaie,
Brussels, where in 1997 he was appointed Chorus
Director. He subsequently worked on numerous
La Monnaie productions including several world
premieres. From 1999 he assisted Norbert Balatsch
at the Bayreuth Festival. As a guest conductor he
has worked with Frankfurt Opera Chorus, BBC
Singers, Netherlands Radio Choir, the Accademia
Nazionale di Santa Cecilia Chorus and the Grant
Park Festival Chorus, Chicago. He has made numerous recordings for EMI, Deutsche
Grammophon, Warner Classics, Opera Rara and Chandos with such conductors as
Benini, Elder, Mackerras, Ono and Pappano.

Peter Manning Concert Master

Peter Manning studied with Yossi Zivoni, Josef
Gingold and Nathan Milstein, and at Indiana
University. In 1983 he was appointed leader of the
LPO by Solti. He founded the Britten Quartet
(1986–96), which established an international
reputation and discography, and led the RPO
(1997–9). In 1999 he was made Concert Master
of the Orchestra of the Royal Opera House.
His repertory includes all the major works,
and he appears as a soloist with leading British
and international orchestras. Active in the
commissioning of new works, he has worked with
many leading composers including Lutosławski,
Tippett and Britten. He is Artistic Director and conductor of both the Manning Camerata
and Musica Vitae Chamber Orchestra, Sweden, and has appeared internationally as a
conductor. He is a Fellow of the RSA and the RNCM and is an honourary member of the
RCM. He is also published by Universal Edition, Vienna.
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Joyce DiDonato
Born and educated in Kansas, Joyce
DiDonato studied at the Philadelphia
Academy of Vocal Arts and on the young
artist programmes of San Francisco
Opera, Houston Grand Opera and
Santa Fe Opera. She won Second Prize
in Operalia (1998); her other awards
include the Beverly Sills Award from
the Metropolitan Opera, New York,
ECHO Klassik’s 2010 ‘Woman of the
Year’ award and the Royal Philharmonic
Society’s 2005 ‘Singer of the Year’ award.
Since 2008 her operatic appearances
have included Donna Elvira, Rosina
and the title role in Cendrillon (Royal
Opera), Béatrice in Béatrice et Bénédict
(Houston Grand Opera and Paris), Rosina
(La Scala, Milan, Vienna State Opera,
Metropolitan Opera, Deutsche Oper Berlin,
Los Angeles), Idamante in Idomeneo (Paris Opéra, Edinburgh Festival), Elena in La donna del
lago (Geneva, La Scala and Paris Opéra with Juan Diego Flórez), Sister Helen Prejean in
Dead Man Walking and the title role in Maria Stuarda (Houston Grand Opera), Sycorax
in The Enchanted Island, Isolier in Le Comte Ory and Composer in Ariadne auf Naxos
(Metropolitan Opera), Cherubino (Lyric Opera of Chicago), Angelina in La Cenerentola
(Bavarian State Opera) and Octavian (Teatro Real, Madrid, La Scala). She is an exclusive
recording artist with EMI/Virgin Classics; her third solo CD with EMI/Virgin, Diva Divo,
won the 2012 Grammy Award for Best Classical Vocal Solo. Recent opera recordings for
EMI/Virgin Classics include Ariodante and Dead Man Walking. Joyce DiDonato appears
worldwide in concert and recital and recently gave recitals in Berlin, Paris and at the
Wigmore Hall in London. Her future opera appearances include Romeo in I Capuleti
e i Montecchi (San Francisco and Munich), Maria Stuarda (Metropolitan Opera) and
Elena (Royal Opera).
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Julia Novikova
Born in St Petersburg, Julia Novikova
studied at the Rimsky-Korsakov
Conservatory there. She made her
professional stage debut in 2006 singing
Flora in The Turn of the Screw under
Gergiev at the Mariinsky Theatre. She
won First Prize and Audience Prize in
Operalia (2009). Her other awards include
the Audience Prize at the Concours
de Genève and at the Neue Stimmen
Competition, Germany (both 2007) and
First Prize at Musik Debüt, Germany
(2008). From 2006 to 2010 her operatic
engagements included Olympia in
Les Contes d’Hoffmann, Rosina, Queen
of Shemakha in The Golden Cockerel and
Gilda (Dortmund), Queen of the Night
(Frankfurt, Bonn, Hamburg, Vienna State
Opera and Berlin State Opera), Adina,
Medoro in Vivaldi’s Orlando furioso, Oscar in Un ballo in maschera and Blonde in Die
Entführung aus dem Serail (Bonn), Gilda (Lübeck and Bonn), Olympia (Komische Oper
Berlin), Zerbinetta (Strasbourg), Rosina (Stuttgart) and Gretel (Opéra de Lyon). During
the 2010–11 season she sang Adina, Oscar, Zerbinetta and Queen of the Night for Vienna
State Opera. This season she has returned to Vienna State Opera to sing Queen of the
Night, Oscar and Fiakermilli (Arabella). Her other recent appearances include Olympia
(Frankfurt), Norina (Washington National Opera), Amina in La sonnambula (Bonn),
Gilda (Trieste) and Amour/Roxane/Zima in Les Indes galantes (Théâtre du Capitole,
Toulouse). She also starred as Gilda in a televised production of Rigoletto with Plácido
Domingo in the title role and Vittorio Grigolo as the Duke of Mantua, filmed in the
original locations in Mantua and transmitted live to 148 countries. Her plans include
Queen of the Night in Peter von Winter’s Das Labyrinth (Salzburg Festival), Queen of the
Night (Komische Oper Berlin), Susanna (Buenos Aires) and Lakmé (Santiago de Chile).
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Nina Stemme
Born in Stockholm, Nina Stemme studied
business and economics at Stockholm
University and singing at the Stockholm
Opera Studio, making her operatic
debut as Cherubino in Italy. She went
on to further training at the National
College of Opera in Stockholm, and was
a finalist in Cardiff Singer of the World
and a winner in Operalia (both 1993).
She now sings at leading opera houses
worldwide including the Metropolitan
Opera, New York, Vienna State Opera, the
Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, the
Liceu, Barcelona, Semperoper Dresden,
Royal Opera Stockholm, Teatro San
Carlo, Naples, San Francisco Opera,
the opera houses of Geneva, Zürich
and Gothenburg and at the Bayreuth,
Salzburg, Savonlinna, Glyndebourne
and Bregenz Festivals. She also performs
worldwide in concert and recital. Her
recent operatic performances include
Isolde (Royal Opera, Stockholm, Zürich, Munich), Senta (Vienna State Opera),
Brünnhilde in Sieg fried and Sieglinde (Vienna State Opera), Leonore in Fidelio (Lucerne,
Royal Opera), Brünnhilde (San Francisco, Munich), Brünnhilde in Die Walküre (La Scala,
Milan), Salome (Teatro Real, Madrid, Carnegie Hall, New York), Ariadne (Vienna State
Opera, Zürich, Metropolitan Opera), Leonora in La forza del destino (Vienna State Opera),
Elisabeth in Tannhäuser (Zürich, Paris Opéra), Minnie in La fanciulla del West (Stockholm)
and Tosca (Vienna State Opera). Her many recordings include CDs of Tristan und Isolde
(with Domingo, conducted by Pappano), of Zemlinsky’s Der König Kandaules and
Strauss’s Vier letzte Lieder for EMI and of Fidelio for Decca, and DVDs of Der Rosenkavalier,
Jenůfa, Aida and Tristan und Isolde. Her recent awards include the Premio Abbiati (Milan,
2011) and Österreichische Kammersängerin (2012). Her plans include Brünnhilde and
Isolde (Vienna), Brünnhilde (La Scala) and Isolde (Houston Grand Opera).
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Sonya Yoncheva
Born in 1981 in Bulgaria, Sonya Yoncheva
studied piano and voice in Plovdiv
and went on to study singing at the
Conservatory in Geneva with Danielle
Borst. She won First Prize in Operalia
(2010) and was also the winner of the
Special ‘CulturArte’ Prize offered by
Bertita and Guillermo Martinez. Her
other awards include the Special Prize of
Les Amis du Festival for her performance
as Fiordiligi at the 2007 Academy of
Aix-en-Provence Festival. She has also
won first prizes in several Bulgarian
competitions. In 2007 she participated
in William Christie’s academy for young
singers Le Jardin des Voix. Her recent
operatic and concert appearances include
Dido in Dido and Aeneas under Christie
(Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, Moscow,
Concert Hall of the Mariinsky Theatre,
St Petersburg and Valladolid), Pergolesi’s
Stabat Mater under Jean-Claude Malgoire (Théâtre des Champs-Elysées), galas with tenor
Stefan Pop (La Fenice, Venice, and Slovakia), Handel’s Messiah (Venice and Copenhagen),
concerts with Vittorio Grigolo (Germany and Switzerland), a gala to celebrate Plácido
Domingo’s 70th birthday (Teatro Real, Madrid), concerts of Handel and Bach cantatas
and motets by Rameau and Mondonville under Emmanuelle Haïm (tour of France),
Cleopatra in Giulio Cesare (Reims, Brest, Versailles and Tourcoing), Poppea in Agrippina
and in L’incoronazione di Poppea (Opéra de Dijon and Opéra de Lille), a gala with Domingo
(Los Angeles), concerts of opera and operetta (Frankfurst and Kaiserslautern) and Léïla
in Les Pêcheurs de perles (Opéra-Comique, Paris). Plans include Violetta (Monte Carlo),
concerts of Lully, Rameau and Purcell with Haïm (Germany), her Royal Opera debut as
Musetta, Ophélie in Hamlet (La Monnaie, Brussels) and Donna Elvira (Aix-en-Provence).
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Joseph Calleja
Born in Malta, Joseph Calleja studied
with Paul Asciak and made his
professional debut in Malta in 1997 as
Macduff in Macbeth. He won the 1998
Caruso Competition (Milan) and the
CulturArte Prize in Operalia (1999). He
made his Royal Opera debut in 2002 as
the Duke of Mantua, returning to sing
Alfredo Germont, Macduff, Nicias (Thaïs,
in concert), Gabriele Adorno (Simon
Boccanegra) and Rodolfo (La bohème).
He also sings regularly at opera houses
including the Metropolitan Opera, New
York, Bavarian State Opera, Deutsche
Oper Berlin, Semperoper Dresden,
Frankfurt Opera, Netherlands Opera,
Liceu, Barcelona, La Monnaie, Brussels,
and for Lyric Opera of Chicago, Los
Angeles Opera and Washington Opera. He has also sung at the Salzburg and Bregenz
festivals and the Rossini Opera Festival, Pesaro. In concert, he has toured Germany as
a soloist and with Anna Netrebko, and appeared worldwide in opera galas. His recent
operatic appearances include Hoffmann, the Duke of Mantua, Rodolfo, Edgardo in Lucia
di Lammermoor and Gounod’s Faust (Metropolitan Opera), Rodolfo, Nemorino and the
title role in Roberto Devereux (Bavarian State Opera), Edgardo (Deutsche Oper Berlin),
Pinkerton (Houston Grand Opera), Fritz Kobus in L’amico Fritz (Frankfurt Opera), Nadir
in Les Pêcheurs de perles (Jerez), recitals in Eastern Europe and concerts in Paris, Munich,
Korea and Vienna. His recordings include three recital discs for Decca (Tenor Arias, The
Golden Voice and The Maltese Tenor), I Capuleti e i Montecchi for Deutsche Grammophon
and DVDs of Maria Stuarda and La traviata. His plans include Rodolfo and the Duke of
Mantua (Munich), Pinkerton (Vienna), Riccardo in Un ballo in maschera (Frankfurt) and
Nadir (Deutsche Oper Berlin).
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STefan Pop
Born in Romania, Stefan Pop studied
there at the Gheorghe Dima Music
Academy. He has won prizes in many
competitions, including First Prize in the
Seoul International Music Competition
and, together with Sonya Yoncheva,
First Prize in Operalia (both 2010). He
made his international debut as Alfredo
Germont at Rome Opera in December
2009. Since then, his appearances have
included Alfredo Germont (Athens,
Bucharest, Trieste, Frankfurt, Tel Aviv,
Palermo, Genoa and Vienna State Opera),
Nemorino (Hamburg, Trieste), Elvino
in La sonnambula (Vienna State Opera),
Cassio in Otello (Zürich), Duke of Mantua
(Seoul and Paris) and Italian Singer in
Der Rosenkavalier (Opéra du Rhin). His
future operatic engagements include
Nemorino (Royal Opera, Monte Carlo and
Lausanne), the Duke of Mantua (La Scala,
Milan, La Monnaie, Brussels, Hamburg
and Deutsche Oper am Rhein), Elvino (Frankfurt), Don Ottavio (Paris), Italian Singer
(Zürich) and Alfredo (Hamburg).
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ERWIN SCHROTT
Born in Montevideo, Uruguay, Erwin
Schrott studied there and made his
operatic debut in Montevideo aged 22 as
Roucher in Andrea Chénier. He won First
Prize and the Audience Prize in Operalia
(1998), leading to appearances at leading
opera houses throughout Europe and the
USA including at La Scala, Milan, the
Metropolitan Opera, New York, Paris
Opéra, Vienna State Opera, Washington
National Opera, Teatro Colón, Buenos
Aires, the Royal Opera House, Covent
Garden, Théâtre Royal de la Monnaie,
Brussels, and performances with the opera
companies of Hamburg, Genoa, Florence
and Los Angeles. He made his Salzburg
Festival debut in 2008 as Leporello.
His recent appearances include Don
Giovanni (Royal Opera, La Scala, Arena
di Verona, Maggio Musicale Fiorentino,
Washington Opera, Los Angeles Opera,
Seville, Turin, Metropolitan Opera tour to Japan), Mozart’s Figaro (Paris Opéra, Royal
Opera, Metropolitan Opera, Vienna State Opera, Salzburg Festival, Zürich and Valencia),
Méphistophélès in Faust (Liceu, Barcelona, Vienna State Opera), the title role in Mefistofele
(Monte Carlo), Leporello (Salzburg Festival, Berlin State Opera with his wife, soprano
Anna Netrebko), Dulcamara (Valencia) and Escamillo (La Scala and Liceu, Barcelona).
This season he has toured widely in concert with Anna Netrebko. Erwin Schrott’s
recent recordings include a CD of South American songs, Rojotango (Sony), and a disc of
operatic arias (Decca). His future operatic engagements include Leporello (Metropolitan
Opera), Dulcamara (Vienna State Opera and Munich) and Attila (Deutsche Oper Berlin).
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ROLANDO VILLAZÓN
Born in Mexico City, Rolando Villazón
studied at the National Conservatory of
Music there and in Pittsburgh and San
Francisco. He won the Second, Audience
and Zarzuela Prizes at Operalia (1999),
leading to a series of debuts, including as
Des Grieux in Manon (Genoa), Alfredo
Germont (Paris Opéra), Rodolfo in
La bohème (Bavarian State Opera), Alfredo
(Salzburg Festival) and Roméo (Vienna
State Opera). For the Metropolitan
Opera, New York, his roles have included
Alfredo, the Duke of Mantua, Rodolfo
and Edgardo (Lucia di Lammermoor). He
appears regularly for Berlin State Opera,
Bavarian State Opera and Vienna State
Opera. He made his Royal Opera debut
in 2004 as Hoffmann; he has also sung
the Duke of Mantua, Rodolfo, Lensky,
the title role in Don Carlo and Werther
for The Royal Opera. He performs in
concert throughout Europe and the USA
and regularly appears in recital, with pianists including Daniel Barenboim. He has made
many recordings for EMI/Virgin Classics and is currently an exclusive recording artist
with Deutsche Grammophon, for whom his recordings include four solo albums (ranging
from Handel arias to classical Mexican songs) and CDs of Werther and La bohème. He
has featured on television shows including Germany’s Wetten, dass… ? and the UK’s Pop
Star to Opera Star, and hosts the series ‘Stars of Tomorrow’ (ZDF/Arte, Germany). Recent
engagements include Nemorino (debut at La Scala, Milan, Berlin State Opera, Vienna,
Zürich), his directorial debut with Werther (Opéra de Lyon), Alessandro in Il re pastore
(Zürich), Don Ottavio, Ferrando and Nemorino (Baden-Baden; also directing L’elisir
d’amore) and Hoffmann (Munich). Plans include Alfredo (Vienna), Nemorino (Barcelona),
Lucio Silla (Salzburg) and Rodolfo (Royal Opera). Rolando Villazón is a Chevalier de
l’ordre des arts et des lettres.
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Operalia Winners with The Royal Opera

La bohème, The Royal Opera (2012) ©ROH/Mike Hoban, 2012

Several of tonight’s performers will be performing with The Royal Opera in
productions next Season:
Joyce DiDonato will sing Elena in La donna del lago on 17, 20, 23, 27 and 31 May,
and on 4, 7 and 11 June 2013
Sonya Yoncheva will sing Musetta in La bohème on 16 (matinee), 18 and 27
February and on 2 (matinee), 5, 9 and 12 March 2013
Stefan Pop will sing Nemorino in L’elisir d’amore on 7 December 2012
Rolando Villazón will sing Rodolfo in La bohème on 17, 20 and 22 December
2012 and on 3, 7 and 10 January 2013
and Plácido Domingo will make his role debut as Nabucco in performances of
Nabucco with The Royal Opera on 15, 20, 23 and 26 April 2013
For more information visit www.roh.org.uk or call the Box Office on
+44 (0) 20 7304 4000

